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Abstract
Swarm robotics as an approach to the coordination of multi-robot systems is
guided in its design by swarm intelligence principles. This thesis aims to implement a swarm scenario using spherical robots, called Spheros which were
developed by Orbotix. Using the Robot Operating System and an external
robot localization framework, we design a scalable swarm of spherical robots
to display aggregation behavior. We investigate the application of swarm algorithms to the robot platform and evaluate if global complex behavior can be
achieved by using simple rules on relatively simple robots.
The experiments conducted in this thesis show that theoretical concepts of
swarm intelligence can be applied to a swarm of spherical robots to achieve
complex behavior. The number of individuals in our robot swarm can be scaled
up but results convey that typical swarm robotic challenges aggravate in the
process of doing so.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The Rolling Swarm project aims at creating a swarm of autonomously moving robots to investigate swarm intelligence behavior on robots in a fully autonomous mode. In this scope, our goal is to create a presentable swarm
robotic application as a practical and straightforward tech demo that scales
with the number of robots. To do this, we realize and evaluate a theoretical
swarm model on a corresponding physical robot platform as a proof of concept.
The Rolling Swarm is one of the five robot platforms in the SwarmLab of
the Chair of Computational Intelligence at the Otto von Guericke University
Magdeburg and contains over 65 Sphero robots. The Sphero is a spherical
differential drive robot that can be controlled via Bluetooth. The robots are
well fitted for swarm robotic applications due to their straightforward control
mechanisms and convenient functionalities and were, therefore, selected as our
robot platform. They can be used to perform various collective behaviors such
as exploration in unknown environments or geometric pattern formation.
The considered application is implemented as a swarm robotic scenario and not
as a classic multi-agent scenario. Swarm robotics is a very specific approach
in the field of multi-robot systems and will be covered in detail in Section 2.2.
In the following, we shortly introduce the main differences between these two
types.
By definition, multi-agent systems are multiple autonomous agents that communicate with each other when they need to achieve a task jointly. The autonomy and communication aspects are crucial here since every agent has only
information about its immediate environment and may need to achieve its
own goals and tasks. To perform a global task, the agents have to directly
communicate and coordinate with other agents.
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Multi-agent systems consist of entities (e.g., robots or humans) that are each
specialized for a certain task. In these systems, each robot is capable of something possibly unique, and together they cooperate to solve more complex
tasks that could not be solved or just with great additional effort for a single
individual agent or a monolithic system [1].
In turn, swarm robotics is an approach to the coordination of multi-robot
systems which consist of a large amount of relatively simple robots. Here,
the desired collective behavior emerges from the local interaction between the
robots and the interaction of robots with the environment.
Swarm robotics shows great flexibility and adaptability due to its homogeneity
and scalability. In this regard, the considered Rolling Swarm as a robotic platform is homogeneous because every robot has the same capabilities as all other
Spheros. Due to the limited battery life and a large number of robots, they
have to be interchangeable to keep the system’s performance. Such specific
properties of our robot platform demand the scalability factor in our application. At the same time, multi-agent systems may achieve better performance
on specialized tasks, but at the cost of their flexibility, reusability and scalability [47]. Based on the criteria mentioned above, swarm robotics is more
suitable for our application and is chosen as the approach for the implementation of a scalable system using Spheros.
In the current state of the art, there also exist other swarm robotic platforms
like the Kilobot, which is designed to enable programming and experimenting
with collective behaviors in large-scale autonomous swarms. In the following,
we highlight its main differences with the Sphero.
The Kilobot is a robot that is designed for swarm robotics research by the
Self-Organizing Systems Research Group at Harvard University [19]. At the
first sight, these robots seem to be better suited for swarm robotics applications as they are smaller and cheaper compared to the Sphero but there are
essential drawbacks with them. Kilobots move using a slip-stick based locomotion powered by two sealed coin-shaped vibration motors. Due to this type of
locomotion, Kilobots are unable to move precisely over long distances or an extended period of time. Additionally, they are not equipped with any real form
of odometry [39]. The vibrating leg technology requires flat surfaces to move
and prevents the robot from moving as fast as the Sphero can. Since Kilobots do not offer self-localization capability, due to a missing encoder/sensor
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to trace the movement or dead reckoning [33], they do not seem suitable for
our application.
Spheros are more practicable compared to Kilobots as they can move smoother,
have a wide range of sensors including odometry, can be tracked by our external
localization framework and can drive on different floors. As a result, we decided
to use them as our robot platform for the swarm application as we find them
generally better suited for the task of creating a swarm robotic application
for aggregation. Chapter 2.2 provides more insight on the Sphero robot, the
Kilobot and other swarm robots.

1.2 Goals
The goal of this thesis is to practically apply swarm intelligence algorithms
to swarm robotics. That is to say, we want to apply a theoretical model of a
swarm to a real robotic platform and create a dynamic tech demo. Therefore,
this thesis aims to answer the question of whether it is possible to transfer
the theoretical concepts of swarm aggregation to practice in form of a robot
swarm.
Additionally, the tech demo should demonstrate the dynamics within the
swarm and serve as a prototype to highlight the basic swarm robotics principles. The demo should catch the interest of the audience to convince them
of the viability of swarm robotics. Besides, the robots should show more
movement than in a typical aggregation scenario. The swarm scenario must,
therefore, be expanded by either using an approach that takes into account
the environmental influence or by implementing an additional leader-follower
principle.
Finally, we determine to which extent we can scale the number of individuals in
our swarm and whether they are able to exhibit complex behavior with simple
rules. Moreover, we measure and evaluate the performance of the swarm in
the real world in different scenarios. The performance of the swarm is based
on the extent to which the swarm is aligned and has formed a circle.
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1.3 Outline
The next chapter covers three main background topics: swarm intelligence,
swarm robotics and software used in the context of this thesis. The swarm
intelligence section provides basic theoretical background about swarm stability and movement. The swarm robotics section gives insight into different
accomplishments in the field of swarm robotics, describes the Sphero robot in
detail and compares it to a set of different swarm robots. The last section
covers the software libraries used in our implementation including the robot
operation system, navigation software and localization framework. Chapter
3 covers the general concept, structure and detailed node architecture of our
proposed application. In Chapter 4, we report the metrics and scenarios for
our experiments. Additionally, we present and evaluate the experiment results
and discuss them in context with the previous chapter. The paper concludes
with a discussion about future work and a summary in Chapter 5.
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As the proposed application is a software implementation for the swarm behavior of robots, the following chapter first covers the aspects of swarm intelligence,
swarm movement and swarm stability. The next section covers the robots that
were already introduced in Chapter 1 in detail and presents additional swarm
robotic platforms and their applications. The last section wraps up this chapter with the robotic framework and software that was used to implement this
application.

2.1 Swarm Intelligence
Swarm intelligence is the collective behavior of natural and artificial systems
composed of many individuals having simple rules with the ability to interact
locally. The source of inspiration is the shown complex behavior of natural
organisms when they are in groups. Mainly ants, termites, bees and many
other insect species with a complex social structure are often referenced as
inspiration. The term swarm intelligence was introduced and used for the
first time by Beni et al. [11] in the context of cellular robotic systems where
they define robot intelligence and robot system intelligence in terms of the
unpredictability of improbable behavior.
The individuals that form the swarm coordinate using decentralized control
and self-organization. Essential and complex behaviors emerge from relatively
simple interactions between the individual members. Emergent behaviors are
also sometimes considered to be systems that are more complex than the sum of
their parts. That is to say, the behavior of a system is not explicitly described
by the behavior of the components of the system, and is, therefore, unexpected
to a designer or observer.
The complex collective group behavior observed in a swarm emerges from interactions between individuals that exhibit simple behavior [3]. In general, an
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emergent behavior can be described as a non-obvious side effect that shows up
when combining different capabilities of individuals. Therefore, it is not necessary to invoke individual complexity to explain and achieve complex collective
behavior as individuals can exhibit simple behaviors [12]. It is necessary to
point out that emergent behaviors are very difficult to foresee until they manifest themselves and can either be advantageous or beneficial but also harmful
or destructive. Nevertheless, the main focus of swarm intelligence are the
positive or desired behaviors.
To simulate and understand the behavior of a swarm, the swarm and its dynamics have to be modeled. The basic swarming model consists of three simple
steering behaviors and was first described by Reynolds [37]. It is proposed that
individuals maneuver based on the positions and velocities of its nearby individuals according to the three rules of
Attraction (Cohesion) Individuals move towards other individuals or more
precisely towards the average position of local flock-mates.
Repulsion (Separation) Individuals of the swarm steer to avoid crowding
local flock-mates to avoid collisions with neighbors.
Alignment All swarm members steer towards the average heading of local
flock-mates.

2.1.1 Swarm Stability
In control theory, a dynamic system is considered to be stable when its output
is under control. In terms of swarm intelligence, the swarm can be seen as
a dynamical system where individuals move on trajectories. For aggregating
swarms, this means that the swarm is able to preserve its density or even
desired formation as individuals should stabilize their relative distance towards
each other. Stability is a desirable property of a swarm to enable task allocation
and reliable coordinated motion.
Gazi and Passino [14] describe a theoretical continuous-time model for swarm
aggregation in n-dimensional space which is used as the fundamental for the
2-dimensional model in our application. They have shown that a cohesive
swarm is formed by individuals in a finite time. Additionally, only depending
on the parameters of the swarm, they obtain an explicit bound on the swarm
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size with their model. This paper [14] provides most of the theoretical basics
for our application and is, therefore, explained further in detail here.
Considering a swarm of M individuals in n-dimensional Euclidean space
they, model the individuals in the swarm as points and ignore their dimensions. Therefore, the position of a member i of the swarm is described as an
n-dimensional vector xi ∈ IRn . Assuming no time delays and synchronous
motion, the motion dynamics evolve in continuous time and the according
equation of motion for an individual i = 1, ..., M is given by them as:

i

ẋ =

M
X

g(xi − xj )

(2.1)

j=1,j6=i

where g(·) is a function of attraction and repulsion for the distance between
two individuals. It represents an artificial social potential function to describe
individual interactions.
The issues of potential functions for swarm scenarios are the topic of further
research. In fact, Gazi and Passino consider those issues in [13] and specify a
general class of attraction/repulsion functions. There they define the general
potential function for y = xi − xj as:

g(y) = −y[ga (kyk) − gr (kyk)]

(2.2)

where ga represents an attraction term and, likewise, gr a repulsion term. The
equation of motion denotes how to calculate the derivative of the position of
each individual i which is the velocity in classical mechanics. This means the
velocity, which is equivalent to the specification of direction and magnitude of
motion of each member is calculated as the sum of the attraction and repulsion
between this member and all other members of the swarm.
The considered attraction and repulsion function to consider is:

g(y) = −y(a − b · e−

7

kyk2
c

)

(2.3)
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g(y)

1

0

−1
−4

−2

0
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2
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Figure 2.1: Attraction/repulsion function g(·) with a = 0.25, b = 5 and c = 0.2
The given conditions here are a, b, and c are positive constants, b > a and
k · k represents the Euclidean norm.
The function is evidently repulsive for small distances because the influence of
kyk2

the repulsion term gr = b · e− c grows exponentially with smaller distances
due to the natural exponential function. For large distances, this function is
attractive as repulsion diminishes and the attraction term ga = a grows linearly with the distance between individuals. This is generally consistent with
aggregation behavior that can be observed in biological swarms [18] and the
rules of attraction and repulsion defined by the swarm model in [37]. But the
function is inconsistent with biological inspirations at large distances between
individuals because attraction is not bounded to a maximum distance where
animals are only attracted when they can sense each other which is bound to
a finite range. Additionally, infinitesimally small ranges are inconsistent as g
is not unbounded and approaches zero there.
By equating y(a−be−

kyk2
c

) = 0q
the set points of this function can be calculated

and are y = 0 and kyk = δ = c ln( ab ). This distance δ is called comfortable
distance and when individuals are at these distances they stop moving towards
or away from each other, because the attraction and repulsion force between
them reach a balance.
Individuals in a swarm will form a hyperball when they attract and repel
themselves until they reach a comfortable distance towards all other individuals, where each member has the same distance to the center of the swarm.
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The center of the swarm x̄ can be computed as the average of the sum over
the position x of each individual i:
M
1 X i
x
x̄ =
M i=1

(2.4)

Gazi and Passino [14] prove that the center of the swarm is stationary because
of the symmetry of g(·) with respect to the origin. In other words, "member
i moves toward every other member j exactly the same amount as j moves
toward i" [15]. In fact, this holds true when individuals are only attracted and
repelled by other individuals and not influenced by other sources. As swarms
are generally located inside a certain environment, they are additionally influenced by their surroundings. This leads to the effect that the center of the
swarm is not stationary anymore and will move in the environment. The following chapter will cover more about environmental influence and the resulting
swarm movement.

2.1.2 Swarm Movement
An interesting aspect of swarm behavior is the coordinated movement because
in a real-world scenario the individuals should not only aggregate but perform
a coordinated task. Therefore, we look further at swarm movement as an
important behavior for coordinated control in this section. After the static
aggregation is done, resulting in convergence, where each individual does not
change its position anymore due to the balance of potential forces, there are
two approaches to model the movement of swarms: an environmental profile
and a leader-follower-principle.
A swarm model that takes attractants and repellents from the environment
into consideration is introduced in [16]. An environmental profile σ called the
"σ-profile" is addressed which affects all members of the swarm. The environmental profile is inspired by nature from chemical attractants and repellents
where animals react to varying factors in the environment. This means individuals are influenced by other individuals through a local sensed potential and
their surrounding environment, which can be understood as a constant acting
force on them. The profile represents an artificial potential function that models the environment containing targets to be moved towards and obstacles or
threats to be avoided in the context of a real-world scenario.
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The according equation of motion of each individual results as an extension of
Equation (2.1) by an additional attractant/repellent term as:

i

i

ẋ = −∇xi σ(x ) +

M
X

g(xi − xj ),

i = 1, ..., M

(2.5)

j=1,j6=i

The −∇xi σ(xi ) term represents the gradient of the profile and respectively the
motion of the individuals according to the environmental profile of their environment. Individuals will move away from repellents and towards regions with
higher attractant concentration additional to their distance-based attraction
and repulsion towards other individuals of the swarm.
Until now we only considered the swarm to consist of homogeneous individuals
but the question arises how the swarm would behave when some individuals
were different from the rest. In case that the different individuals are not
aggregating with the rest of the swarm anymore then this scenario can be seen
as a type of leader-follower principle. The leader-follower principle specifies one
or several leaders and several followers, where the classic approach is to have
only one leader that has critical information for a task to perform. This could
be a formation to build, where the leader specifies the reference trajectory [25]
or the path to a target area [41]. The leader can be seen as an individual
that only has an environmental profile without attraction or repulsion to other
members of the swarm. The leader will move on a given path defined by the
environment, ignore other individuals and the rest of the swarm will try to
aggregate around him and lag behind his movement. As the leader usually
performs a computationally expensive task, in our case the navigation in an
environment, the followers implement a simple low-cost following approach and
the swarm overall emerges a swarm movement behavior without implementing
and performing the costly task for all individuals.

2.2 Swarm Robotics
Swarm robotics has emerged as the application of swarm intelligence to multirobot systems [7]. It is a novel approach for the coordination of large numbers
of robots to tackle a task that a single individual would be unable to accomplish [6]. A swarm of robots consists of a large number of redundant robots,
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which act autonomously and show collective behavior due to interactions between robots and interactions of robots with the environment.
Compared to multi-agent systems, swarm intelligence systems are characterized by increased robustness, flexibility and scalability. Each of these characteristics is briefly discussed below:
Robustness With a homogeneous swarm that consists of a huge amount of
redundant robots any loss or malfunction of an individual can be compensated by another one. Removing robots does not impact the overall
performance of the swarm significantly [47]. The system should continuously operate and be prevented from performing the specified task
even when a part of the system is destroyed, which is achieved by the
decentralized coordination of simple individuals. Therefore, in a swarm
robotic system individuals are simpler compared to a single complex system that could perform the same task, making the overall system less
prone to failures [6].
Flexibility The overall task performed by the swarm is achieved by coordination of robots that are homogeneous and not essentially personalized to
a given task [23]. Swarm robotic systems can offer solutions to different
tasks by utilizing different coordination strategies, have the ability to
generate modularized solutions to different tasks and can respond to the
changes in the environment as there is no central coordination and no
specialization of robots for certain tasks [47].
Scalability Interaction in a swarm is local which means actions from individuals do not affect the whole swarm. The swarm can deal with changes in
the size of the population through reallocation of tasks [47] and is, therefore, able to operate under a wide range of group sizes. This is a useful
and necessary property as with many robots in a swarm the chance that
a robot will crash is significantly high and the group size will shrink over
a certain period of time.
While swarm robotics offer great advantages, many challenges arise when working with a large number of robots at the same time. In swarm intelligence
theory, individuals are usually considered in a simplified view and assumed to
show flawless behavior. In practice, however, individuals and their behaviors
are more complex, which leads to the following challenges for swarm robotics.
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Locality Robots are limited in their area of perception since sensors only
have specific ranges of detection. Furthermore, communication is also
restricted and only possible over certain ranges. In other terms, robots
can only operate in their local vicinity and everything outside their sensor
and communication range is not perceived by them.

Communication The transmission of information takes time and energy.
While in theory, individuals exchange information immediately, in practice, communication has a limited range and messages are received with
a delay. Wireless technology is typically used to bridge long distances.
However, wireless communication is subject to interference and can be
obstructed by the environment.

Localization Swarm robots make decisions based on their knowledge about
their own position. Therefore, the localization problem arises from the
need for robots to determine their own position. Information about their
own position and heading can be gathered through external or relative
localization. Relative localization uses the robot’s sensors to perform
dead reckoning. Dead reckoning is prone to accumulating errors over
time and requires precise and frequent sensor measurements. External
localization requires an external system to estimate the pose of the robot.
This method is usually time and location independent but is unable to
keep track of the robot for short distances [17].

Aggregation For most behaviors in swarm robotics robots must be in some
proximity of each other [45]. Aggregation is the precondition for many
types of collective behavior and needs to be addressed according to the
particular characteristics of the robotic system and of the environment
in which it must take place [49].

Movement Control Robots need to move precisely to perform tasks effectively. But inaccuracies in robot movements are unavoidable and occur
due to joint errors, kinematic errors, non-kinematic errors and sensor
imperfections. Specific control systems are, therefore, required to compensate for the inaccuracy of the robot.
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2.2.1 Robot Swarm Applications
There are many potential applications for swarm robotics. We present three
approaches that are similar to our application as they tackle swarming and
swarm formation.
Nouyan et al. [32] present a chain and a vector field based control mechanisms
for distributed robot swarm path formation. They study how to control a
swarm of robots to form a path between two locations, the nest and the pray,
in a bounded arena, use a behavior-based architecture for their controller and
the s-bot [30] as their robot platform.
In the chain-based approach a robot performs random walk until it finds a
nest and from there on follows an existing chain, joins at the end of it or
starts a new one. Robots at the end of the chain can leave it again to explore
the environment and to form new chains in unexplored parts. When a chain
member perceives the prey, it stays in the chain to stabilize it.
In the vector field-based approach, the robots have to search for the nest again.
The first robot to find the nest activates a LED color pattern pointing towards
the nest. Other robots that perceive this pattern will move away from the nest
indicated by the direction of the pattern. Robots that sense only one LEDactivated robot will join the structure and point towards the other robot. This
resulting structure forms a vector field that globally leads to the nest. At each
time step, a robot at the border of the vector field can leave it with a certain
probability. Joining and leaving the vector field leads to an exploration of the
environment similar to the chain approach. Moreover, robots perceiving the
prey stay in the vector field to establish a stable path.
The work of Nouyan et al. [32] shows a similar swarm approach as each robot
acts based on other robots in their environment and adjusts accordingly to
build a formation. It is different from our application as they use another robot
platform and different formation, where the nest is connected to prey while we
aggregate only based on the position and alignment of other individuals in the
swarm.
A well-known robot swarm that sparked public attention is the Intel Shooting
Star drone [21] as they starred in the Superbowl halftime show in 2017 and
2019 and the PyeongChang Winter Olympics 2018. The Intel Shooting Star
is a quadcopter with encased propellers, a soft frame made of flexible plastics
and foam, built-in LED lights and weighs less than 330 grams.
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They are mainly used for light shows for entertainment, where they fly in
predefined formation. Intel offers specific software and animation interfaces
to create such a light show in a matter of weeks. Their algorithms automate
the animation process of an image by determining drone locations, the paths
for each drone to fly and calculating the number of drones needed as well.
Therefore, the drones are preprogrammed and only communicate wirelessly
with a central computer and not with each other. The computer checks the
GPS signal strength and battery level of each drone, assigns roles accordingly
and tells each drone how to execute its flight routine. They utilize the Trinity
Autopilot which is their commercial autopilot to navigate the drones in the air
and to ensure they do not crash. Additionally, they implemented a "two layer
geofence in the software [to] ensure that the drones are always in the bounding
box implemented in [the] system." [5]
Compared to the Spheros the Shooting Star drones are able to build formations
in 3-dimensional space. It is a more difficult task to solve than a hyperball
aggregation and can be additionally seen as an extension to the next dimension
as we are only considering 2-dimensional space in our application. Even though
Intel’s light shows consist of large numbers of redundant robots, the central
computer calculates each path beforehand. In this way, the drones fly by
themselves with autopilot and do not communicate or interact with each other.
Therefore, they are classified more as a swarm of autonomous flying robots
than a classical robot swarm.
Another application for a swarm of tiny drones is presented in [29], where a
swarm of Crazyflie 2.0 [2] can explore unknown environments completely by
themselves. This is especially useful in search-and-rescue scenarios, where it
is too dangerous for humans to explore the environment. The main challenges
for the drones here are flight navigation such as controlling the velocity and
avoiding obstacles, detection of obstacles and collision avoidance with each
other and obstacles. Each drone carries a wireless communication chip and
then uses the signal strength between these chips to sense other drones in the
environment.
McGuire et al. [29] proposed a navigation method that is a novel type of bug
algorithm [26] where multiple robots fly of in different direction and deal with
obstacles and each other on the fly instead of mapping the environment. After
exploration for a certain amount of time when the batteries are running low,
the robots fly back to a wireless beacon at the base station where they started.
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This work shows the advantages of swarm robotics as a suitable approach for
real-world tasks. In theory, a detailed map would be very advantageous as it
would allow a robot to precisely navigate in the environment along an optimal
path but the costs of making such a map are prohibitive. In practice, the
proposed bug algorithm [29] is able to explore the environment even when this
leads to less efficient paths. Furthermore, it can be implemented on tiny robots
with very limited sensing and computation capabilities which reduces the cost
significantly compared to a detailed map.

2.2.2 Swarm Robots
The introduction chapter already mentioned the Spheros as our robot platform and compared it to the Kilobot to justify them as suitable for this swarm
application. In this chapter, we present achievements in the field of swarm
robotics with Kilobots that tackle similar tasks to ours and their proposed
swarm algorithms. Additionally, the Sphero robot, its capabilities and characteristics are described in detail in their respective section to provide more
insight into our robot platform.

2.2.3 Kilobots
The Kilobot is one of the most well-known robot platform in the field of swarm
robotics and the name of the robots refers to the platform being the first robot
swarm to reach scale 1024 in size. The robot platform is widely used in research
as it allows swarm algorithms to be tested on a large scale of real robots.
Rubenstein et al. [40] report a system that demonstrates programmable flexible, large-scale self-assembly of complex two-dimensional shapes with a Kilobot swarm. This means that the robots can cooperatively assemble into any
1-connected shape, specified by the user under some restrictions. Each robot
has an image of the specific target shape and size and runs the fixed selfassembly algorithm. Robots only have access to the distance information to
nearby neighbors but they can use this to collectively construct a coherent
coordinate system. Using a distributed implementation of trilateration, robots
locate themselves in the coordinate system and can become reference points
for other robots.
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Figure 2.2: Image of the Kilobot as described in [39]
Four user placed seed robots mark the position and orientation of the target
shape in the environment and are the source of a gradient formation that
propagates through the initial group. As robots can determine whether they
are on an outer edge through comparison of gradient values between them and
their neighbors, robots on the outer edge will follow these until they reach
their seed. Through localization, edge-following and the given desired shape, a
Kilobot determine whether it is already inside the specific target shape and if
not it can follow the partially formed assemblies edge until it enters the shape.
Continuing edge-following until inside the shape, robots stop when they are
next to a stationary robot with the same gradient value or when they are about
to exit the shape. The shape will be continuously filled as robots move and
join the assembly.
Oh et al. [33] present self-organized collective formation tracking using Kilobots. The overall objectives are following and tracking a target, as well as
maintaining the swarm formation. Due to Kilobot limitations in locomotion and communication, missing self-localization capabilities and directional
sensing, new control algorithms are introduced. These algorithms obtain the
movement direction indirectly through an objective function which is based on
morphogen diffusion and network connectivity preservation to achieve collective object tracking and herding.
A distance-based attraction/repulsion controller gets the Kilobots to follow
their neighbors based on their morphogen concentration and the corresponding
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concentration values of the neighbors to stay in formation. This is combined
with light source tracking as the robots have to move towards the target.
They achieve this behavior only with local communication of the distance and
morphogen gradient between robots.

2.2.4 Spheros
The Sphero SPRK+ robot was developed by the Sphero, Inc. (formerly Orbotix) and was released in 2016. The company produces consumer robotics
and toys for educational use and started with the original Sphero 1.0 in 2011.
However, previous work with the Spheros that was published focuses mainly on
educational aspects [22], human-robot interaction [9] or augmented-reality applications [35]. Noteworthy is the work of Nistad [31] for presenting a camerabased navigation and control platform for the Sphero.

Figure 2.3: Sphero SPRK+ [46]
The SPRK+ has a clear, scratch-resistant, UV-coated, polycarbonate shell.
The shell protects the internal mechanics from hard collisions and drops. Additionally, the robot is waterproof because the shell is sealed too. Inside the
Sphero are three LEDs, two located at the center to light up the robot in a
customizable color and the third one is located at the downside to indicate
the current rotation of the ball. Additional weight is situated at the bottom
to hold the core in a horizontal position to stabilize the Sphero. There are
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two wheels inside of the Sphero shell that are differential driven by the motors
which enable a max speed of 2m/s. To prevent erroneous behavior, there are
two additional wheels inside which strengthen the bond of the motor-controlled
wheels to the inner surface and to prevent the core from falling over. The robot
can move only forward or rotate to a set angle relative to the start orientation
and communicate wireless over Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) at a maximum
range of 30m. [46]
The Sphero has a Lithium Polymer battery that lasts for 1 hour. The robot
can be charged on an inductive charging base with a USB charging cable. The
robot has a height and width of 73mm and weighs 181g. Due to its size, the
Sphero cannot overcome obstacles easily unless these are very small. But it
can drive indoors or outdoors, on hard floors or low carpets. Moreover, it can
drive through dirt, water, and paint.
Both a speed and a heading are required via command for the Sphero to roll
along the provided heading with the given speed. The speed is capped at the
maximum physically possible speed for the robot of 2 m/s. The heading follows
the 360 degrees convention on a circle where 0 degrees is straight ahead, 90
degrees is to the right, 180 degrees is back and 270 degrees is to the left.
To be able to estimate the robot’s condition and internal state, the Sphero
is equipped with internal sensors. There are motor encoders to enable the
generation of odometry data over time and an inertial measurement unit (IMU)
that combines an accelerometer and a gyroscope. The Sphero has several
built-in features, one of them is collision detection where each robot contains
a collision detection algorithm. Using the high fidelity IMU data, the robot
will send a message each time it detects a collision which can be used to
ease navigation problems such as getting stuck or hitting a wall. Another
feature is the so-called locator that provides real-time 2D position and velocity
information about the robot via an implemented streaming protocol.
As already mentioned, the Sphero is a spherical mobile robot that is
differential-driven. A differential drive robot consists of two wheels placed
on a common axis powered by separate motors [8], where each wheel can independently be driven forward or backward. To perform a rolling motion, we can
change the velocity of each wheel but the robot will rotate about the Instantaneous Center of Curvature (ICC). The ICC lies along the common axis of
the left and right wheel. Varying relative velocities of the two wheels, changes
the position of the ICC which leads to different vehicle trajectories. Because
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the rate of rotation ω about the ICC must be the same for both wheels, the
equation for the cross-radial speed is given by:

ω(R + l/2) = vr ,

ω(R − l/2) = vl

(2.6)

where ω is the rotation rate, R the signed distance from the ICC to the midpoint between the wheels, l the distance between the centers of the wheels and
vl and vr are the respective left and right velocities of the wheels along the
ground .

Figure 2.4: Differential Drive kinematics [8]
Solving for R and ω results in:

R=

l (vl + vr )
,
2 (vr − vl )

ω=

vr − vl
l

(2.7)

If vl = vr , then R becomes infinite, there is effectively no rotation as −ω is
zero and the robot moves forward, resulting in a linear motion in a straight
line. When vl = −vr , then R = 0 and the robot rotates about the midpoint of
the wheel axis which is in place rotation. For other values of vl and vr , we do
not have movement in a straight line but rather a curved trajectory rotating
about the ICC at distance R. One advantage of differential driven robots is the
ability to rotate in place as this allows it to navigate in a narrow environment.
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But they are also very sensitive to the relative velocity of the wheels. Since
different velocities will not just slow down or speed up the robot but result in
a different trajectory.
Our robot is not an ideal differential drive robot. The additional wheels that
strengthen the bond of the motor-controlled wheels to the inner surface will not
prevent errors while the robot drives. Moreover, those additional wheels add
weight to balance and stabilize the robot while driving but do not compensate
for the totter motion that occurs due to the robot’s spherical shape. As our
robot rolls with its shell on the surface and the wheels inside drive the shell via
contact, the robot will slip heavily on the surface it moves on. This results in
the effect that the robots own odometry, which estimates the traveled distance
by measuring how much the wheels have turned, and the locator will not be
accurate for long time periods. The unavoidable error in the position estimate
will add up over time and become to complex to eliminate as there is no
reference to the external world. These problems have to be considered when
working with the Sphero as this can be categorized as the localization problem
mentioned in Chapter 2.2.

2.2.5 Conclusion and Comparison
The robots presented in the previous section show all similarities with the
Sphero in terms of their movement model, their swarm mechanism or their
application, see Table 2.1 for comparison. Besides, all robots have certain
advantages over the Sphero in various aspects. The purpose of this chapter is
to summarize the key conclusions about these robotic platforms in a manner
that explains the decision to choose the Sphero as our robotic platform.
The Kilobot was already described in detail in its own section. To summarize,
the robot is designed to enable programming and experimenting with collective
behaviors. The main disadvantage of the Kilobot, however, lies in its physical
capabilities. Due to its small size and slip-stick based locomotion, the Kilobot
is limited to flat surfaces and can only move at a percentage of the possible
maximum speed of the Sphero.
The s-bot is physically very similar to the Sphero as both are differential-driven
and are approximately the same size. The robot is even equipped with more
sensors and features than the Sphero. But due to the fact that the s-bot is
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custom-built and not commercially available, we would have to build all robots
for the swarm ourselves.
As already mentioned before, the Intel Shooting Star drones are more a swarm
of autonomous flying robots than a classical robot swarm. It remains unknown
whether they are suitable for swarm robotics tasks at all, since they are controlled by an autopilot, do not communicate with each other and are also not
available for purchase.
The Crazyflie, on the other hand, is commercially available and suitable for
swarm robotics tasks. But the drone has no external monitoring options, no
geofence support and the propellers are unsecured. For this reason, the drone
is unsuitable for a tech demo since the audience would be at risk if the drones
performed unsecured.
This shows that other robots also have considerable disadvantages that must
be taken into account. The Sphero is a robust, durable robot that can be
purchased was, therefore, chosen as the robotic platform for this application.
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Kilobot

s-bot

Shooting Star

Crazyflie

differential
aggregation
self-assembly

holonomic
aggregation
self-assembly

differential
aggregation
path formation

holonomic
none
display

holonomic
cooperative mapping
search

Table 2.1: Comparison of presented robot platforms
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movement model
swarm mechanism
application

Sphero
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2.3 Software
In order to address the challenges in swarm robotics presented in Chapter 2.2
a set of different software libraries are used in our application. The following
sections cover the most important communication, control and localization
frameworks.

2.3.1 ROS
The Robot Operating System (ROS) is a flexible open-source framework for
writing robot software. It provides libraries, tools and conventions to create robust and complex robot behaviors [38]. Moreover, ROS "provides a structured
communications layer above the host operating systems of a heterogeneous
compute cluster" [36].
ROS is designed to support the creation of robot applications and adds value
to most robotics projects. As ROS supports the reuse of code and organizes
software in packages, which can be easily shared and distributed, there is no
necessity to implement everything from scratch but rather choose which parts
are useful to reuse and which parts need to be implemented or extended by
oneself. The core base does not take much space and resources which allows the
use of embedded computers and other platforms with less computing power.
It is possible to control multiple robots with ROS, where each robot runs its
own ROS system and communication between each other is still possible.
From the perspective of swarm robotics, ROS provides many independent control programs, because nodes can run independently, which form a virtually
software swarm as a result where the overall program continues to run even
when a single node crashes. The mentioned advantages of ROS for robotics
projects, specifically swarm robotic applications, are the reason we chose ROS
as our robot software framework.
The fundamental concepts of ROS communication are nodes, messages and
topics. A Node is an executable file that uses ROS to communicate with other
nodes. Nodes are processes that perform computation and a robot control
system will usually consist of many nodes. These Nodes register to the ROS
Master Node which is a central node providing naming and registration services
to all other nodes in the ROS system. It manages the topic subscription and
makes them reachable and available for other Nodes. The major advantages
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are that crashes are isolated to individual nodes and compared to monolithic
systems the code complexity is reduced.
Nodes communicate with each other by transmitting messages. A message is a
strictly typed data structure described by a simple, language-neutral interface
definition language (IDL). The IDL uses short text files to describe fields of
each message and can include arbitrarily nested structures and arrays. The
IDL specifies only the syntax used to define the data types and interfaces.
Topics are named buses over which nodes exchange messages. A node sends a
message by publishing it to a given topic. In general, nodes are not aware of
with whom they are communicating. Nodes can subscribe to relevant topics
to get data or publish to relevant topics to share data. A node that subscribes
to a topic is called subscriber and a node that publishes to a topic is called
publisher. There can be multiple publishers and subscribers to a topic and a
node can publish and subscribe at the same time.
publish
Node

Topic

subscribe
Node

Figure 2.5: Basic structure of communication between nodes in ROS
Melonee Wise created the Sphero ROS package [50] which is a set of drivers,
nodes, and description files for using the Sphero with ROS. As these drivers
were written for a previous version of the robot that used Bluetooth, we had to
revise the implementation to be compatible with the Sphero Sprk+ that communicates over Bluetooth Low Energy. Additionally, adaptions were necessary
to integrate our robot localization framework [20] into our ROS environment.
The integration of all parts is further explained in Chapter 3.

2.3.2 Navigation
The ability to navigate in an environment is essential for any robotic system
especially when multiple robots are used at the same time. As we want to
realize the swarm aggregation of robots in our application every robot must
be able to move towards a given point in the environment. ROS provides
the navigation package containing a 2D navigation stack that takes sensor
information and the position of a goal to output safe velocity commands to
reach the given goal [28].
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The navigation requires information about established coordinate systems using the ROS tf package [48]. The tf package maintains relationships between
coordinate frames and a transform tree defines all offsets between different
frames in a tree structure. The offset defines the relationships between coordinate frames in terms of both translation and rotation. Different coordinate
frames can be the map of the environment, the base of the robot or a sensor on top of a robot. In swarm robotics, multiple robots are operating at
the same time and each of them has its own coordinate system which has to
be taken care of with specific transformation from the point of reference to
the respective coordinate frame. Additional configuration is necessary as the
shape and general dynamics of the robot are taken into consideration by the
navigation stack as well. For this reason, the implemented path planners, that
try to accomplish the navigation task, have a set of parameters which strongly
influence the performance. Further information on tuning the navigation can
be found in [51].

The navigation stack is only meant for differential-driven or holonomic wheeled
robots that can process ROS messages of type Twist. A Twist message expresses velocity in free space broken into a three-dimensional linear and threedimensional angular vector. However, due to the fact that the navigation
stack does two-dimensional path planning, only the x- and y-linear velocity
and z-angular velocity are used. For nonholonomic robots, the y-linear velocity is omitted and always set to 0 as those robots cannot move sideways.
Furthermore, a static map is required in order for a robot to be navigated, as
this map enables self-localization in the environment and path planning to a
specific location within the map.

A sensor is generally required to estimate the distance of a robot to its environment but the Sphero is not equipped with such a sensor. Due to the fact
that the Spheros are moving in a known environment, it is sufficient enough
to provide the known map of the environment to the navigation beforehand.
Along with a valid transformation from the map coordinate frame to the coordinate frame of our robot, the navigation stack can be used to navigate the
Spheros. Details about the calculation of the transformation between those
two coordinate frames are covered in Chapter 3.2.
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2.3.3 Camera Tracking
Since we simultaneously run multiple robots in our application, we need to be
able to identify each of them separately. In addition, we need to be able to
track the position of each Sphero in our environment over time. By observing
the internal parameters in the odometry and using the locator, we could keep
track of the Spheros position as a dead reckoning approach. But due to the
fact that this approach has no external reference, it will end up with complex
errors over time. Moreover, it is necessary to know the initial orientation of
each robot in the environment because every Sphero has its own coordinate
system which always starts with a heading of zero after the boot process.
For this reason, we use the robot localization framework introduced by Hoyer,
Steup and Mostaghim [20] to realize identification, position tracking and orientation detection of multiple robots. The framework [20] uses convolutional
neural networks (CNN) for localization and instance identification in a twostage approach. Different robot types and multiple instances of a robot type
can be tracked. In our case, the Sphero is a robot that the network is already
trained on.
Second Stage
Crop
First Stage
Bounding Box
Image

Scale

Object Detection
Robot Type

Identification CNN

ID

Orientation CNN

Orientation

Figure 2.6: Architecture of the robot localization framework [20]
An external camera image of the environment is used as an input to the framework where the image is processed in two stages. In the first stage, the network does object detection on the downscaled image and outputs the according
bounding boxes and robot types that were identified. Later, these are used by
the second stage to determine the identifier and orientation of each detected
robot. Depending on the estimated bounding boxes, the original camera image is cropped and fed into an orientation estimation and a single instance
identification CNN. As each robot has different features for identification and
orientation, corresponding neural networks are selected for the second stage.
The merged output of both stages which contains bounding box, the robot
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type, the instance identification, and the orientation of each robot are put out
by the framework in the end.
The presented framework is convenient for our swarm robot application due
to the fact that multiple robots of the same type can be tracked at the same
time, where a constant stream of images is sufficient enough as an input.
Furthermore, the framework reaches exceptionally low processing time with
20 ms on a GPU, because lightweight CNNs and a multi-resolution approach
are used to provide fast inference speed.
The localization framework is mainly limited in its tracking capabilities by
the first stage that uses a Single Shot Detector (SSD) [24] approach based
on the MobileNetV2 [42]. The Single Shot Detector scales the camera image
down to save computational power but Spheros only cover 25 × 25 pixel in the
1600 × 1200 camera image. Therefore, a single Sphero will merely be detected
by one pixel in the downscaled image, resulting in poor accuracy. Furthermore,
when multiple Spheros are too close to each other, the first stage is unable to
create fitting bounding boxes, because they are not distinguishable anymore
in the downscaled images and the robot LEDs will outshine each other.
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In this chapter, the implementation of our proposed swarm application is presented. First, the theoretical concept and swarm model are introduced and
discussed. Secondly, the general architecture of our application and the ROSnodes with their functionality are described. Finally, the integration and interaction of all components are summarized.

3.1 Concept
We model our swarm of M Sphero robots accordingly to the swarm model
introduced in Chapter 2.1.1 but in two-dimensional space. We consider a
simple arena as our environment and, therefore, there is no environmental
profile for the members of the swarm. Individuals behave according to the
rules of attraction, repulsion and alignment from Chapter 2.1. Consequently,
the position of each Sphero i at time t is described as xi (t) ∈ IR2 and the
resulting equation of position updates is:

i

i

x (t + 1) = x (t) +

M
X

g(xi (t) − xj (t))

(3.1)

j=1,j6=i

In theory, position updates happen instantly and individuals move from their
current position to their target position without any intermediate state. In
practice, an immediate change of position is not possible. For this reason,
only the target position can be updated and xi (t + 1) is considered as the
desired position for the next time step. The current position of individuals
changes through their movement which is based on the navigation. Target
position updates should not come as fast as possible because robots need a
certain amount of time to reach their goal and the navigation has to calculate
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a new path for each goal. Because of that, too frequent position updates would
only disrupt the movement of robots and slow down the aggregation process
of the swarm.
We assume dynamic time updates for the swarm which means that time t
does not represent the real-time but serves more as an update counter for
different position states which we call robot time. There is a dynamic period
of time between states in robot time and t + 1 only indicates the next state
after state t and not how much time passed between those states. There exists
no connection between the robot time and the real-time due to the dynamic
update steps in robot time. This discrete dynamic time model defines the
position xi of an individual i at any time t + 1 based on the current positions
of all swarm members at time t. That is to say, the position of an individual
at any time t + 2 can not be determined by applying the equation of position
updates twice at time t. Since individuals will change their current position
when going from state t to t + 1, the position of an individual can only be
determined for the next state but not for the following states after that. Each
new target position is calculated based on the current position of all members
of the swarm which are tracked by the robot localization framework. Therefore,
we do not aggregate any offset error that could be caused by delays between
the real and the desired position of any robot. The target position is only
relevant for the robot navigation system because a robot will move towards its
target position.
We consider the already introduced attraction/repulsion function in Equation
(2.3) and set a = 0.25, b = 5 and c = 0.2. The resulting comfortable distance
between individuals is δ = 0.774. The distance should not extend the size of
our arena and leave enough space for the Spheros to move without getting too
close where they would no longer be tracked by the localization framework.
According to our model and position update equation, the swarm should show
an aggregation behavior where a circle formation of the robots emerges over
time. As proven by Gazi et al. [14] the center of the swarm is stationary
which is the reason why all robots stop moving once they reach a comfortable
distance to all other robots and do not have to change their position anymore.
This behavior is consistent with the rules of attraction and repulsion of the
basic swarming model introduced in Chapter 2.1. To realize alignment for
our swarm, we introduce the average heading of the swarm θ as the average
heading θ of each member i of the swarm.
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θ(t) =

M
1 X i
θ (t)
M i=1

(3.2)

Accordingly to the position we define that each individual should align towards
the average heading of the swarm, that is:

θi (t + 1) = θ(t)

(3.3)

The heading of each individual is only a desired orientation that each robot
should reach, because of the already mentioned delays in the real-world movement. At each time step, every individual of the swarm receives a position
to reach, based on attraction and repulsion, and the desired heading to align
with the swarm. This will lead the swarm to aggregate in an aligned circle of
robots over time.
To enhance dynamic in the swarm we addressed the necessity to expand our
scenario with an environmental profile or a leader-follower principle. As already mentioned in Chapter 2.1.2, the leader can be seen as an individual
that only has an environmental profile without attraction or repulsion to other
members of the swarm. Therefore, we extend our application by implementing
a leader-follower principle that will indirectly use an environmental profile to
guide the leader.
After the swarm aggregation, a leader is selected to drive a predetermined
route indicated by the environment. Once the leader starts moving, all other
members start to follow him as they are no longer in comfortable distance and
try to aggregate around the leader. The leader is determined by a leadership
selection which for our application is a trivial random selection. The leader
selection can be replaced by any other selection mechanism such as dynamically
changing the leader during movement. In case a leader robot fails, a new one is
selected from the swarm because the swarm consists of redundant homogeneous
individuals running the same algorithm. The overall aggregation behavior of
the swarm is stable and not influenced by the failure of a single individual.
For the individual xL that is selected as a leader, indicated with index L, the
resulting equation of position updates is as follows:
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xL (t + 1) = xL (t) − ∇xL σ(xL )

(3.4)

where −∇xL σ(xL ) represents the gradient of the environmental profile. This
gradient will always point towards the next point on the predetermined route
in our implementation.
Different aspects of our application are working together to overcome the
swarm robotic challenges presented in Chapter 2.2. Communication is handled via Bluetooth Low Energy and the command and control protocol of the
Sphero. The size of the environment does not exceed the communication range
of the Sphero and the navigation stack is responsible for the robot’s movement
control. A combination of relative and external localization is used to address the localization problem. The internal sensors of the Sphero perform
dead reckoning while the robot localization framework serves as an external
reference. The introduced attraction and repulsion function in Equation (2.3)
causes the swarm to show an aggregation behavior.

3.2 Node Architecture
A variety of nodes run on a single robot to handle communication, tracking,
sensor input, transformation of coordinate frames, navigation and message
flow. The most important nodes running on each robot and for the whole
swarm are shown with their respective connections in Figure 3.1. Note that
this is not the exact ROS node graph but just an abstract figure that links
all relevant parts of the software implementation together and shows their
relations with each other condensed to the core. Therefore, communication
concepts from ROS like topics and messages are omitted for the sake of clarity
and intelligibility. Instead, specific nodes that serve a common purpose in our
application are presented and explained in the following.
The NN_Tracking node references the localization framework described in
Chapter 2.3.3 and provides the positions and headings of all tracked Spheros
in the camera image. The Map_Server provides map data for the navigation
stack. Both are the only nodes that run externally in our application and the
data published by them is accessible for all robots. The other nodes run on
each Sphero and can be categorized into three groups: hardware, navigation
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Sphero_Swarm_Mind
Swarm
Sphero_Swarm_Mind

Sphero_Leader

Navigation
Move_base
NN_Tracking

Map_Server

Sphero_TF_Pub
Sphero_Trapezoid

Hardware

Sphero_Stay_Awake

Sphero_Node

Sphero_Driver

Figure 3.1: Graph of main ROS nodes
and swarm. The following subsections describe the grouped nodes per robot
in detail.

3.2.1 Hardware
The hardware nodes mainly handle the communication with the Sphero robot.
As the Sphero communicates via Bluetooth, the robot expects messages in a
specific byte format. The byte format, commands and communication protocol
are defined in the communication API [34]. Commands that are sent via ROS
messages to control the robot have to be transformed accordingly. Additionally,
the Sphero sends a variety of messages back to the device with which it is
connected, e.g. a sensor stream or collision message. These messages need to
be converted to ROS messages to publish them and make them available for
other nodes to use.
Sphero_Driver provides a Python-based driver for interfacing with the
Sphero via Bluetooth. The driver only needs the MAC address of a Sphero to
connect and enable communication with it. All incoming messages from the
connected device are handled and collected in a data list for further use. For
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all defined control commands in [34], the driver builds and sends suiting messages in the specified byte format. All low-level functionalities will be accessed
by the Sphero Node to interact with the Sphero.
Sphero_Node provides a straightforward ROS wrapper for the
Sphero_Driver. The data stored in the data list by the driver is parsed into
a ROS-compliant structure and published to be accessible for other nodes.
Most of the data comes from the sensors and is used to check the robot’s
internal state. A starting routine is implemented that combines multiple
commands for configuration, e.g. enabling data streaming and stabilization.
By executing the starting routine the robot is connected and made ready for
use.
Sphero_Stay_Awake sends a color command to the Sphero every 20 seconds when no other commands are sent, e.g. when each robot has reached
comfortable distance. This prevents the Sphero from entering sleep mode
which would shut down the robot and disconnect it from our application.

3.2.2 Navigation
As already mentioned in Chapter 2.2.4, in order to move the Sphero requires speed as a 1-dimensional linear velocity vector and heading as an angle
in integer degree. The navigation stack outputs commands containing a 1dimensional linear velocity and a 1-dimensional angular velocity. The nodes
categorized as navigation handle the necessary message flow in ROS to convert
the velocity commands from the navigation stack into roll commands for the
Sphero. Additionally, the information provided by the localization framework
and the sensor data are combined to calculate the position and the heading of
the Sphero.
Sphero_TF_Pub calculates the necessary transformation of coordinate
frames for the navigation package introduced in Chapter 2.3.2 and publishes
the pose of the robot in the map. The transformation is an offset in terms
of both translation and rotation between the map coordinate frame, called
map, and the coordinate frame of our robot, called base_link. In general,
the base_link provides an obvious point of reference and will be different for
every hardware platform but for our small circular robot, we define it as the
center of the Sphero. The translation offset is provided by the NN_Tracking
that outputs the position of each Sphero in the environment. As the camera
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image has a different coordinate system and origin than the map, we adjust
the coordinate positions from the camera tracking by inverting the x-axis. For
further information about the environment and coordinate systems see Section
4.3. The rotation offset is acquired by combining the provided heading by the
NN_Tracking and the current heading provided by the IMU of the Sphero.
Both offsets are combined to a single transformation from map to base_link
and published to enable navigation for the Sphero. These offsets are furthermore used to publish the position and heading of the robot in the map for
other nodes to access.
Move_base represents the ROS interface for interactions with the navigation
stack. Path planning and navigation for the robot is accomplished by linking
together a local and global planner [27]. The node takes in the published
transformations from Sphero_TF_Pub, the published map from Map_Server,
a target position from the swarm nodes and outputs velocity commands for
the robot.
Sphero_Trapezoid combines the rotation offset from the Sphero_TF_Pub
and the velocity commands from the Move_base to convert the angular velocity into a set angle for the Sphero by applying the trapezoidal rule. The
trapezoidal rule is used to approximate the definite integral of the angular
velocity over time. This integral represents the angle that the Sphero should
be facing at a given time. The approximated angle in combination with the
linear velocity from the original velocity command is send to the Sphero via
Sphero_Node.

3.2.3 Swarm
The swarm nodes implement the swarm behavior, potential function and
leader-follower principle and represent the core of our application. They access
the current position of swarm members, calculate the position update accordingly and publish the desired position for an individual to the navigation.
Sphero_Swarm_Mind takes in all Sphero positions and headings provided
by each Sphero_Trapezoid, based on this and with the use of the potential
function from Equation (2.3), calculates the next position at which the robot
should move. In the same way, the orientation for the robot to align with the
swarm is calculated but with the alignment Equation (3.2). The new position
and orientation are combined to a goal that is published as the current goal
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to the Move_base. A new goal is computed every time the position of any
Sphero is published. As positions are published at very high frequency, the
node would constantly publish new goals. This would only interfere with
smooth navigation because for each goal the navigation would calculate a new
path to reach a similar goal and discard the old path that the Sphero was
already following. Therefore, only goals that are significantly distinct from the
previous goal are set as the current goal for the robot. The node implements
two different states which indicate whether swarm aggregation is active or
not. In case an individual is selected as a leader, the node will deactivate
aggregation and stop publishing new goals.
Sphero_Leader randomly selects a member of the swarm, designates him as
the leader and deactivates its swarm aggregation by changing the state of the
Sphero_Swarm_Mind. The node loads the predetermined route for the leader
as a list of points that define the route. Successively the next point to reach is
published as a new goal once the leader has reached the previous goal. In case
the selected leader robot fails, position updates will no longer be published
by the Sphero_Trapezoid. The node then directly selects a new leader for the
swarm.

3.3 Integration
Due to the fact that we have no access to the microcontroller of the Sphero
and, therefore, cannot run software on the robots itself, it is necessary to do
the computation on remote machines for all individuals at the same time.
The localization framework and robot sensors serve as an information source
to consistently estimate the state of a Sphero. By combining global external
localization and robot sensors we get the position and orientation of each
individual of the swarm at any time as they update frequently. This allows us
to compute the next position, where each individual should move according
to the attraction/repulsion function. With our navigation architecture, each
robot will drive to its given next position, building the swarm formation over
time. The interface between ROS and the Sphero allows precise control of each
individual to assure the robots move in our real-world environment according
to the planned path by the navigation.
Overall, each Sphero reacts on a position change of all swarm members, including itself, as a new goal is computed every time the localization framework
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outputs the position of any robot. In case that a robot fails, it will not be
tracked and, therefore, not considered for the swarm aggregation anymore by
the swarm. All other individuals would act accordingly to adjust their positions and the swarm would continue to operate. Once a leader is selected, it
moves on a given path and ignores all other robots in the swarm. While the
other Spheros are influenced by the leader and try to aggregate around him.
This leads to the effect that the whole swarm moves on the predetermined
path because all individuals try to stay in comfortable distance to the leader
on their path.
In general, the camera tracking and sensors provide necessary information for
our swarm behavior but the localization approach in use is flexible for our
application. It is possible to exchange the camera tracking for any other information source that outputs the current position of each Sphero. It is even
possible to only use the local sensor information of the robot. However, the
missing reference point for the dead reckoning approach and the unknown initial rotation in the environment pose problems that would need to be addressed
accordingly. The same holds for the navigation nodes where any other navigation implementation or path planner could be used to navigate each robot
to their goal.
The swarm would behave in the same way, even when certain groups of nodes
were implemented differently but would produce the overall same abstract
behavior relative to the other groups of nodes. Essentially, the swarm behavior nodes can be changed, because they are integrated in the hardware
and navigation nodes, which can operate with any node that provides a goal
for a robot. Another behavior could simply be implemented by replacing the
Sphero_Swarm_Mind with a node that takes in the position of each member and outputs positions to reach in the environment. One example of a
different behavior could be a foraging behavior for robots [4] where a swarm
of robots has to collect resources that are scattered in the environment and
bring them to the nest. Additionally, extensions to an already implemented
behavior are possible as shown by our leader extension. With this extension,
the static swarm aggregation behavior is changed to allow swarm movement
without altering the base application.
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This chapter discusses the applied metrics to evaluate swarm behavior and describes the experimental setup and experiment scenarios. A set of experiments
is conducted to determine whether the swarm exhibits aggregation behavior.
The effects of scaling up the number of individuals and the resulting impact on
the overall performance of the swarm are examined. In addition, the leaderfollower extension is tested and evaluated. The results of the experiments are
then discussed in conclusion.

4.1 Metrics
The local interactions of the members of our swarm produce an observable
behavior on a macro-level. The applied rules of attraction, repulsion and
alignment result in the emergent behavior of aggregation where a circle is
formed by the Spheros.
Emergent behaviors are non-obvious side effects that show up when different capabilities of individuals are combined. Emergence can be seen as selforganized order and evidently, the swarm can then be viewed as a self-organized
system with the aim of creating order. We need a quantitative approach to
characterize the degree of emergence to evaluate the level of order in the swarm.
It has been shown that entropy can be used to evaluate the self-organizing
properties of swarm intelligence algorithms [10]. Therefore, to characterize
this degree of emergence we use entropy as a quantitative approach.
The concept of entropy in information theory was introduced by Shannon [44]
in 1948. The entropy H of a discrete random variable X with n possible values
is defined as

H(X) = −

n
X

pi log2 (pi )

i=1
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where pi is the probability of the value xi ∈ X. The maximum value of entropy
is log2 n when all probabilities pi are equal.
Entropy is a metric of order where generally lower entropy represents a higher
level of order and vice versa. But the definition of order and disorder depends
on the observation model. An observation model determines the attributes
to be observed and their quantization. The observation model, together with
the observed parameters, has a major influence on entropy since each model
weighs the observed parameters differently.
To measure the aggregation behavior of the swarm, we have to measure
whether all individuals are in comfortable distance towards each other. The
individuals form a circle when they are in comfortable distance towards each
other and, therefore, the circle formation of the swarm has to be measured.
To measure this geometric shape, a position observation model is used, where
the positions of the individuals are the observed attribute. By definition, a
circle is characterized as a shape consisting of equidistant points relative to
the center of the circle. The center of the swarm is set as the center of the
circle. The distance di from the position of each individual xi ∈ IR2 to the
center of the swarm x̄ is then measured as follows:

di = kxi − x̄k

(4.2)

where k · k represents the Euclidean norm.
The experimental determination of the entropy H relies on approximating
the probabilities pi . Relative frequencies are an approach to determine the
probabilities from observed values [43]. These probabilities are normalized
and measure the relative importance of a value compared to all other values.
Hence, the probability pi of an observed individual i is calculated as the relative
distance of its own position to the center of the swarm:
di
pi = PM

j=1

dj

(4.3)

The computed entropy is based on the distribution of the relative distances of
individuals towards each other and has its maximum value when all relative
distances are equal which is the case when a circle is formed.
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The previous observation only takes the positions of individuals into account,
which is consistent for the rules of attraction and repulsion of the basic swarm
model introduced in Chapter 2.1. But a different observation model is necessary to measure alignment. The observation model for alignment considers
the orientation of the robots as the observed attribute. To evaluate whether
the swarm aligns, only the orientation θi of each member of the swarm i needs
to be considered.
The orientation is not measured as the absolute difference between the orientation of the individual and the average orientation of the swarm. In case
two individuals have the same absolute difference but one has a positive difference and the other a negative one, they steer in different directions. But the
absolute differences and also the probabilities are equally distributed in that
case, which results in maximum entropy when the individuals are clearly not
aligned. For this reason, only the individual’s orientation is measured and the
probability pi of an observed individual i is calculated as the relative heading
of this individual:

θi
p i = PM

j=1 θj

(4.4)

Again the highest entropy is achieved when all probabilities are equal, which
is the case when all robots in the swarm are aligned.

4.2 Scenario
Due to the limitation of simultaneous connections for a Bluetooth dongle, only
five Spheros can connect at the same time. This significantly limits the possible
number of active individuals in the swarm. Two or fewer robots are unreasonable because one robot does not represent a swarm and two individuals are
always in the same distance from their center of the swarm. For this reason,
we only consider scenarios with three, four and five Spheros.
Individuals are distributed randomly in the environment at the beginning of
each experiment to ensure that the level of order is low. The respective swarm
node, described in Chapter 3.2.3, is started for each robot as soon as all robots
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are in position. Each experiment lasts 10 minutes, in which the entropy is
recorded at a rate of 1 Hz.
The first series of experiments determine whether the swarm is able to exhibit
aggregation behavior and which influence the size of the swarm has on this
behavior. For this reason, three experiments are carried out, one for each
possible swarm size, in which the robots are put into the arena, with the
Sphero_Swarm_Mind running on all members of the swarm. In case that
the individuals reach maximum entropy for a period of time, a random move
command is sent to disperse them. The idea behind this is to test whether the
aggregation behavior is robust and not prone to disruptions.
The second series of experiments evaluate the implemented leaderfollower principle with four Spheros. Again, all robots start with the
Sphero_Swarm_Mind. The Sphero_Leader node is then used to select a leader
to drive a given predetermined route for the rest of the experiment. This is
done for a rectangular and an ellipsoid route.

4.3 Environment
The experiments are conducted in an arena consisting of one continuous, 3
meters wide and 4 meters long closed off area as shown in Figure 4.1. This
arena represents the known environment for the swarm. The camera, which is
located in the ceiling above the arena, outputs a 1600 × 1200 pixel image of
the arena and the space around it.

Figure 4.1: Camera view of the arena
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As described in Chapter 2.3.3, the robot localization framework outputs the
coordinates of each robot in the camera image. Note that the framework uses
a heavily darkened image and not the one shown in Figure 4.1 to reduce the
features of an image and increase the visibility of the robot’s LEDs.
In ROS, the environment is represented as a map that is provided by the
Map_Server. This map is a grayscale image of the same size as the camera
image, in which black pixels are occupied, white pixels are free and pixels in
between are unknown. We represent the space outside of the arena as occupied
and the arena itself as free space. This results in the map shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Resulting map that represents the arena
The camera image and the map do not have the same coordinate system. The
camera has its origin in the top left and uses a left-handed coordinate system,
while the map follows the ROS coordinate conventions and has a right-handed
coordinate system. This results in a mirrored x-axis between the camera image
and the map of the environment. Due to the slight oblique position of the
camera, the map does not match the real arena perfectly, but this can be
compensated for by applying a homography. Since this error is comparatively
small, we use a small scaling instead, when transforming from the camera to
ROS coordinates to compensate for this.
The robot must be navigated in this given environment, represented by the
arena. We are using the navigation software introduced in Chapter 2.3.2 for
this task. As with any navigation planner, however, the navigation stack requires suiting parameters to enable the precise movement of the robot. These
parameters are always dependent on the respective environment, the consid-
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ered robots and the task. The configuration of the navigation stack for the
experiments with the Spheros is given in the following parameter table:
parameter

value

base_global_planner
base_local_planner
controller_frequency
recovery_behavior_enabled
clearing_rotation_allowed
allow_unknown
default_tolerance
acc_lim_x
acc_lim_theta
max_vel_x
min_vel_x
max_vel_theta
min_vel_theta
min_in_place_vel_theta
escape_vel
holonomic_robot
yaw_goal_tolerance
xy_goal_tolerance
latch_xy_goal_tolerance
sim_time
sim_granularity
angular_sim_granularity
vx_samples
vtheta_samples
meter_scoring
pdist_scale
gdist_scale
occdist_scale
heading_lookahead
heading_scoring
heading_scoring_timestep

NavfnROS
TrajectoryPlannerROS
2.0
false
false
false
0.1
2.5
3.2
0.2
0.1
0.7
-0.7
0.3
0.0
false
0.4
0.2
true
1.0
0.025
0.025
3
20
true
0.6
0.8
0.01
0.325
false
0.8

Table 4.1: Parameters for the ROS navigation package
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4.4 Results
In this section, the observations of the different scenarios are evaluated. Results are then normalized and put into perspective to make the effects of scaling
up the number of individuals in the swarm more visible. In addition, the observations from the second series of experiments are compared to the previous
results.
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Figure 4.3: Observations on the aggregation behavior with three individuals.
The initial experiment of the first series with three Spheros already shows
that the swarm is able to exhibit aggregation behavior. As shown in Figure
4.3 for the position observation model, the position entropy is not constantly
increasing but the robots always try to get to a comfortable distance towards
each other.
For this reason, entropy continues to increase even after breakdowns and peaks
to the maximum value in certain periods of time. The acting forces of attraction and repulsion increase the entropy over time, while errors in the navigation and movement of the robot cause a spontaneous decrease in the entropy.
Therefore, entropy fluctuates, which is a swarm that is constantly responding
to malfunctions.
The orientation entropy fluctuates significantly more than the position entropy. Furthermore, the orientation entropy values show larger deviations in
comparison. As the robots move around, they constantly change direction,
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Figure 4.4: Observations on the aggregation behavior with four individuals.
which leads to extensive disturbances in the average orientation of the swarm.
Alignment cannot compensate for this over long periods of time, because the
system is dynamic and constantly moving.
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Figure 4.5: Observations on the aggregation behavior with five individuals.

Increasing the size of the swarm to four individuals causes the swarm to behave
similarly to the previous experiment. As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the swarm
reaches the maximum entropy more often in this scenario than in the previous
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one. The position and orientation entropy are still fluctuating but no longer as
frequent as with the previous swarm size. Even after a significant collapse, the
swarm gets into formation, which is indicated by an increase in the position
entropy over time. Compared to the previous experiment, the orientation
entropy does not fluctuate as often but still shows an immense deviation.
The last experiment of the first series, which is carried out with five Spheros,
shows the same scaling effect on the entropy of position and orientation as
the previous observations. Compared to the other swarm sizes, the position
entropy for five individuals more often reaches its maximum value and the
entire entropy fluctuation subsides.
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Figure 4.6: Observations on the leader-follower scenario with a rectangular
route.
The results of the leader-follower scenario, in which one individual is constantly moving on a rectangular route, are shown in Figure 4.6. Accordingly,
the observations for the ellipsoid route are shown in Figure 4.7. Despite the
aggravation of a leader who ignores all other members of the swarm and is constantly moving on a predetermined route, individuals continue to aggregate.
The aggregation behavior of the swarm is not stopped by the leader-follower
extension. The visible impact on the swarm’s performance is that individuals
lag behind the leader trying to reach into comfortable distance towards him.
For this reason, the swarm does not reach the maximum entropy as often as
in the previous scenarios.
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Figure 4.7: Observations on the leader-follower scenario with an ellipsoid route.

While robot swarms are generally robust and the failure of a single individual
does not affect the overall performance of the swarm, observation models are
not. During one run of the leader-follower experiment, a robot started rotating
in place uncontrollably. The robot had to be reset to avoid damage and reduce
the volume level, because the continuous rotation caused loud noise, so the
experiment had to be stopped.
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Figure 4.8: Observations on the leader-follower scenario with a robot failure.
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Since the robot was still active and connected, the measured orientation of
the robot would be indeterminable and would cause the rotation entropy to
collapse. The swarm is unable to compensate for an individual that rotates in
place uncontrollably. This misconduct occurred due to internal errors in the
robot IMU. This problem was not previously addressed, because it is a specific
internal error in the Sphero’s own movement control that cannot be corrected,
because there is no access to the microcontroller of the robot.
three
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the normalized position entropy for the aggregation
behavior with different swarm sizes.
To put the results of the first experiment series into perspective, the entropies
were normalized for different swarm sizes to make them more comparable. This
is done by dividing each entropy by the respective maximum entropy. The
resulting normalized entropies for the first series of experiments are shown in
Figure 4.9. Two graphs were used for comparison for the sake of clarity and
legibility. As already described above, with an increasing number of individuals
in the swarm, the entropy fluctuation diminishes and the range of deviation
decreases. Therefore, the overall performance of the swarm increases with the
number of individuals in it.
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4.5 Discussion
The task of getting three robots to form a circle and align is expected to be
easier than the same task with four or five robots since fewer robots would
have to be arranged. Therefore, the swarm of five people could be expected
to perform worse on this task. However, the results of the experiments show
that this does not apply to the aggregation behavior of the swarm shown in
our experiments. As the number of robots increases, the swarm becomes less
susceptible to small deviations and individual robots no longer have such a
strong impact on the overall performance. Even with incomplete localization
due to the inaccuracy of the robot sensor and the inaccuracy of the external
localization, the Spheros continued to aggregate. In addition, disrupting the
swarm with a selected leader following a given route and dragging the other
individuals around does not prevent the swarm from displaying complex behavior that is only be implemented with simple rules. The disturbance that
the leader can represent in terms of static aggregation only enables the swarm
to dynamically aggregate on its path. Here, an individual invokes a new complex behavior in the swarm, without implicitly telling other individuals how
to do so. The other members just continue aggregating based on the position
and orientation update rule.
Despite all listed adversities, the swarm shows a stable aggregation behavior
that requires the robot swarm to be robust, scalable and flexible. Therefore, it
is possible to transfer the theoretical concepts of swarm aggregation to practice
with a swarm of Sphero robots.
However, the results must be viewed critically and seen in terms of the overall
setup of the application. The swarm behavior is stable in the sense that the
swarm is able to converge to the maximum entropy value and form a circle.
But with the physical limitations of the arena, the robots could not drift too
far from the center of the swarm. The bounding box problem of the robot
localization framework prevents the robots to get to close to each other because
the robots are no longer tracked when they get to close to one another. The
bounding box problem of the robot localization framework prevents the robots
from getting too close to each other because the robots are no longer tracked in
that case. The observation can then no longer correctly observe their positions.
The unbound attraction and repulsion function is then physically bound by
the environmental and localization constraints that prevent the robots from
moving too close or too far apart.
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The attraction and repulsion function requires an infinitely large environment,
which is why robots get stuck at the boundary of the arena at times. This
happens when the attraction and repulsion function calculates a point outside
the arena as the next desired position. A robot with a goal outside of the
arena continues to drive into the walls of the arena until it is attracted to the
free arena space again.
The navigation is a critical part of the implementation because path planning
tends to navigate robots in a way that reduces entropy during movement.
Because Spheros are differential-driven robots, moving them to a destination
means they have to turn, reducing the orientation entropy in the worst case.
To increase the position entropy, the orientation entropy must, therefore, be
reduced. Only when a stable position is reached, the robot can rotate in place
to increase the entropy of orientation. For this reason, orientation entropy
in the experiments collapses, because the robots are navigated towards a new
goal that is not in their current direction. An alternative would be an easier
navigation system since there are no obstacles in the arena and collisions are
not a problem due to the robust casing of the Sphero. In addition, easier
navigation would be more consistent with swarm intelligence theory, where
particles only receive a direction to their destination. However, planners are
often used in practice. By showing that complex navigation works, easier
navigation always remains an option when the performance is affected too
much.
Robot failures are currently a serious problem because they are unpredictable.
In the event of uncontrolled in place rotation, the robot must be reset, although
the swarm could continue to work. The noise level is not acceptable for a
tech demo. The reason for this behavior is most likely the Sphero device’s
internal reference heading, which becomes inaccurate after a few minutes of
driving. This means that the offset between the Sphero’s reference heading and
its calibrated reference heading will add up over time until the robot can no
longer handle and eliminate it. This then requires recalibration of the reference
heading which can be done by resetting the robot.
The size of the swarm is strictly limited by the robot localization framework.
The color of the Sphero’s LEDs serves as an identification marker but the
framework is limited in the number of colors it can distinguish in an image.
Overall, the camera tracking is very sensitive to noise in the camera image
and ambient light. Bluetooth is another limiting factor for the swarm size, as
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an additional Bluetooth dongle is required for every five additional Spheros.
In addition, bandwidth is an aspect that must be taken into account when
increasing the number of communicating robots. Because of these limitations,
experiments could only evaluate scalability for small-sized swarms.
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In this thesis, an application of swarm intelligence algorithms to a robot swarm
was designed. This application enables the creation of a dynamic tech demo
to demonstrate swarm robotics concepts. To implement the application, we
first introduced basic concepts for swarm intelligence, including three rules for
modeling a swarm and a system based on attraction and repulsion that leads
individuals to aggregate. In addition, a concept was presented to extend the
application by a leader-follower principle. Pivotal challenges and advantages
of swarm robotics were discussed in connection with the change from theory to
practice, from swarm intelligence to swarm robotics. We put the robots under
consideration for this application into perspective with other swarm robotic
platforms and gave an overview of current research in this area. Then, the
concept of implementation was outlined and the respective implementation
was presented.
Several experiments were carried out to determine whether the swarm shows
the theoretical behavior in practice and to assess the possible scalability of
the swarm and its influence on the performance. The results suggest that it
is possible to apply the theoretical concepts of swarm aggregation to a swarm
of Sphero robots, but with limitations. In addition, it was found that the
swarm can be scaled up to the current limit of robots, which is possible in our
setup. The overall performance of the swarm in terms of aggregation behavior
increases with the number of individuals. Together with the proposed implementation, the robots represent the required tech demo that demonstrates
swarm dynamics. The required increased movement is evoked in the swarm,
which is indicated by the fluctuation in entropy. The individuals never aggregate statically but are always in motion.
The configuration and control of a single robot for the precise execution of
a specific task are already very complex. Therefore, the effort to enable a
swarm of robots to exhibit a certain behavior seems immense. Due to the
fact that swarm control architectures are based on self-organization and local
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interaction, the coordination mechanisms are scalable. This enables the design
of behaviors for a swarm of robots without configuring and controlling every
robot to behave in a specific way. This enables behaviors to be designed
for a swarm of robots without having to configure and control each robot to
execute a specific task. These advantages are shown in our application since
several robots can be controlled simultaneously with the same swarm behavior
implementation. The main effort then, however, is to overcome the challenges
of swarm robotics to increase the size of the swarm, which means that more
and more robots have to be located and controlled at the same time.
To conclude, while the performance of the swarm increases with the number of
individuals, typical swarm robotic challenges aggravate with the swarm size.
Therefore, the results show that theoretical concepts of swarm intelligence can
be applied to robot swarm. However, the extent of this application is based
on the respective handling of occurring swarm robotic challenges. Although
our application solves the problem definition, there are still many possible improvements. We would like to suggest topics for future research and share some
ideas for extending our application. The number of simultaneously connected
Spheros can be increased up by using multiple Bluetooth dongles. This would
require further research to determine the maximum usable bandwidth and the
impact of interference on message throughput. The number of learned identification markers limits the localization framework in the number of robots
it can differentiate. In addition, swarm behavior is negatively affected when
robots are not recognized in certain situations. The task of object detection
and identification for several small objects in one image remains an open topic
in research. One approach that is more invariant to object size would be Faster
R-CNN. This would require a comparison with the MobileNetV2 architecture
currently in use. In future work, any misconduct of the Sphero could be remedied by sending a reset command to the robot. This would make manual
intervention unnecessary and allow the swarm to continue its behavior.
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